## Implementation Strategies and Intervention Fidelity Audit Tool

| Relationship building | # of contracts (sites)  
|                      | # of consents (clinicians)  
|                      | # of DUA (CIM/sites/MDHHS)  
| Readiness, leadership, attitude assessment | yes/no  
| Champion building | # of IFs  
| IF Actions | training, coaching, consultation, supervision, modeling, problem solving, and providing feedback, supporting, instructing, demonstrating, and assisting with evaluation  
| Clinician certification | yes/no  
| Interdisciplinary Coordination | PN#  
| OT Assessment | yes/no  
| SW mood Assessment | yes/no  
| RN medication review | yes/no  
| PSCP presence of desire of beneficiary | yes/no  
| PN brainstorming, problem solving, role modeling | yes/no  
| Cost | Time $ calculation  
| Policy | yes/no  